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SOME PROPERTIES OF LATTICE SUBSTITUTION SYSTEMS
DIRK FRETTLO¨H
Abstract. If a partition of a lattice in Rd is selfsimilar, it is called lattice substitution
system. Such sets represent nonperiodic, but highly ordered structures. An important
property of such structures is, whether they are model sets or not. We give two sufficient
conditions to decide, whether such a structure does not consist of regular model sets.
1. Introduction
A central property of strongly ordered, but aperiodic structures is the ability to show perfect
pure point diffraction. Besides the well–known ’classical’ examples which serve as models
for physical quasicrystals, like the pentagonal Penrose tilings [Pen], the octagonal Ammann–
Beenker tilings [AGS] and the icosahedral tilings of Kramer [Kra, KN] or Danzer [Dan1],
there are a lot of other kinds of such structures, which may also show pure point diffraction.
Examples are other tilings or point sets generated by a substitution or inflation, but also e.g.
the visible points of a lattice [BMP], or so called ’deformed model sets’ [BD], or generalized
Kolakoski sequences Kol(p,q) [BS, Sing]. One class which is understood quite well consists
of structures which arise from substitutions and which ’live on a lattice’, i.e., the translation
module of such a structure is a lattice. Examples are the chair tilings, the sphinx tilings or
the Kolakoski sequence Kol(4,2).
Usually these structures are described either in terms of tilings or in terms of discrete (maybe
coloured) point sets. The known conditions to prove pure point diffractivity usually are
working with discrete point sets. To prove that, e.g., the chair tiling is pure point diffractive,
one will construct a discrete point set D which is mutual locally derivable from the tiling,
and apply the conditions to D. A more general way to describe D is as a Delone multiset
[LMS1]. A Delone multiset V is a tupel (V1, . . . , Vm), such that every Vi is a Delone set
and
⋃m
i=1 Vi is a Delone set. A Delone multiset can be regarded as a coloured Delone set (cf.
chapter 3). If
⋃m
i=1 Vi is a lattice, and V can be described by a substitution, V is called a
lattice substitution system.
A model set is a discrete point set which can be obtained by the cut–and–project–method
[M, M2]. By a theorem of Schlottmann [Sch], every regular model set is pure point
diffractive.
In [LM] and [LMS2], Lee, Moody and Solomyak give several necessary and sufficient
conditions on a lattice substitution system V to decide whether V consists of regular model
sets (i.e., the Vi are model sets), and showed — in this case — that V is a model set if and
only if V is pure point diffractive. Their conditions give an algorithm which can answer this
questions in principle. If V consists of model sets, the algorithm terminates after finitely
many steps and gives an affirmative answer. The number of steps may be large. If V does
not consist of model sets, the algorithm does not terminate.
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The aim of this paper is to give two sufficient conditions on a lattice substitution system V
for not consisting of model sets. Both conditions can decide that a given V is not a model
set in finite time, the time depending only on the inflation factor and the number of colours.
This article is organized as follows: In chapter 2 we give some basic definitions about tilings
and mention some results we need later. Many of them are well known, but scattered over the
literature (see [BG] for a list of references). For the convenience of the reader we therefore
recall the results we need here.
Chapter 3 describes the construction of Delone multisets out of tilings and which properties
transfer from tilings to Delone multisets.
In chapter 4 we recall the theorem of Lee, Moody and Solomyak, fitted to our setting,
and prove two sufficient conditions to rule out the possibility that a given lattice substitution
system can consist of model sets.
Throughout the text, N denotes the set of positive integers, int(A) the interior of A and cl(A)
the closure of A. Bd denotes the d–dimensional unit ball {x ∈ Rd | ‖x‖ ≤ 1}. #M denotes
the cardinality of the set M .
2. Tilings and Inflation
A compact set T ⊆ Rd is called a tile, if ∅ 6= cl(int(T )) = T . A tiling T = {T1, T2, . . .} in R
d
is a countable set of tiles, which fulfils int(Ti) ∩ int(Tj) = ∅ for every i 6= j (i.e., the tiles do
not overlap) and Rd =
⋃
i∈N Ti (i.e., the tiles cover R
d). If F is a set of tiles, such that every
tile in T is a translate of some T ∈ F , F is called protoset of T , and the elements of F are
called prototiles.
A cluster in T is a finite subset of T . The set
Cr(x,T ) := {T ∈ T |T ∩ (x+ rB
d) 6= ∅},
where r > 0, is called r–cluster (in x). We also need the case r = 0, therefore we set
C0(x,T ) := {T ∈ T |x ∈ T},
In the rest of the paper we will identify two clusters C,D in two different ways. C and D are
equal, if C = D, i.e., every tile S ∈ C has a corresponding tile T ∈ D such that S = T and
vice versa. C and D are of the same type if they are translation equivalent, i.e., there exists
t ∈ Rd such that D = C + t := {T + t |T ∈ C}. The analogous distinction is made for tiles.
A tiling T is called nonperiodic, if the only solution of T + x = T is x = 0. A simple way to
construct nonperiodic tilings is the inflation method. Given is a protoset F = {T1, . . . , Tm}, a
factor η > 1 (the inflation factor) and a rule, how to dissect ηT1, . . . , ηTm into tiles congruent
to T1, . . . , Tm. This rule is given by a set Q = {C1, . . . , Cm} of clusters Ci = {Tij + tij |Tij ∈
F , tij ∈ R
d} where ηTi =
⋃
T∈Ci
T . Notice that by the protoset F = {T1, . . . , Tm} we can
describe tilings as well as clusters in the form {Ti1 + t1, Ti2 + t2, . . .} = {Tij + tj}j∈J .
Figure 2 shows an example of such an inflation with factor 2. There are only two prototiles
up to isometry, but since we identify tiles up to translation, the shown protoset consists of 16
tiles, 8 large ones and 8 small ones.
Every such inflation gives rise to an inflation operator infl. Let M be the set of all (finite or
infinite) sets {Tij + tj}j∈J of translates of the prototiles.
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Figure 1. Example of an inflation: The protoset (top left), the inflation rule
(bottom left) and a cluster of a tiling generated by this inflation (right). The
inflation rule is shown for just one small and one large prototile, the other
prototiles are inflated in the analogous way.
infl : M → M, infl({Ti1 + t1, Ti2 + t2, . . .}) = {Ci1 + ηt1, Ci2 + ηt2, . . .}
Obviously, infl can be iterated. Let inflk := infl ◦ inflk−1 and infl1 := infl. Starting with a single
tile Ti+ ti, we get by applying infl the supertiles infl(Ti+ ti), infl
2(Ti+ ti), . . . , infl
k(Ti+ ti), . . .
of first, second, . . . , k-th ,. . . order. These iterations fill larger and larger regions of space.
Intuitively, one may say that this process leads to a tiling in the limit. Let us introduce a
proper way to describe this:
Definition 2.1. Let (F , η,Q) be an inflation, with infl the corresponding inflation operator.
A tiling T is called an inflation tiling (with operator infl) if every cluster of T is a translate
of a cluster in some supertile inflk(Ti), Ti ∈ F .
The set of all these inflation tilings is called the inflation species, written S(F , η,Q), S(F , infl)
or simply S.
The m×m matrix (aij), aij := #{T ∈ Cj |T = Ti+ t, t ∈ R
d} is called inflation matrix of S.
In the following, species (resp. inflation species) are considered instead of single tilings. There-
fore, ’a cluster of S’ is to be read as ’a cluster of some T ∈ S’.
A species is called primitive if the inflation matrix M is primitive, i.e., if there is a k ≥ 0
such that all entries of Mk (and therefore all entries of M ℓ, where ℓ > k) are positive.
Equivalently, a species is primitive, if for every T ∈ F the k–th order supertile contains all
types of prototiles.
Theorem 2.1. For every k ∈ N and every inflation species S(F , infl) holds: S(F , infl) =
S(F , inflk).
Proof. We will show this only for primitive inflation species S(F , infl) because that is all we
need for this article. For the — much longer — complete proof see [Fre].
Every cluster of T ∈ S(F , inflk) occurs in some supertile (inflk)ℓ(Ti) of ℓ–th order in S(F , infl
k),
hence in a supertile of kℓ–th order in S(F , infl). Therefore S(F , infl) ⊇ S(F , inflk).
Because S(F , infl) is primitive, there is an n ∈ N, such that every tile type T ∈ F occurs
in every supertile inflℓ(Tj), ℓ ≥ n. Hence every supertile infl
s(Ti) occurs in every supertile
inflℓ(Tj), ℓ ≥ n + s, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. In particular, there is a multiple of k with rsk ≥ n + s,
therefore every supertile infls(Ti) occurs in every supertile infl
rsk(Tj), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
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Every cluster of S(F , infl) occurs in some supertile infls(Ti), therefore in a supertile infl
rsk(Tj).
So every cluster of S(F , infl) is a cluster of S(F , inflk). 
Definition 2.2. A species S is of finite local complexity, if for every r > 0 the number of
types of r–clusters in S is finite.
A species S is weakly repetitive, if for every cluster C in S exists RC > 0 such that for all
x ∈ Rd a translate of C occurs in every RC–cluster CRC (x,T
′) for all T ′ ∈ S.
A species S is repetitive, if for every r > 0 exists Rr > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ R
d a translate
of Cr(y,T ) occurs in every cluster CRr(x,T
′) for all T ′ ∈ S.
Lemma 2.2. A tiling T is of finite local complexity, iff there are finitely many types of
connected clusters containing exactly two tiles.
Proof. If T is of finite local complexity there are finitely many types of r–clusters for every
r > 0, and every connected two–tile–cluster is contained in a r-cluster for an appropriate r,
so one direction is trivial.
For the other direction let k be the number of types of connected two–tile–clusters. So there
are at most k possibilities to add a tile to another tile. Moreover, there are k− 1 possibilities
to add a tile to one of the tiles of a cluster consisting of more than one tile, so there are at
most k2(k − 1) types of connected three–tile–clusters, k2(k − 1)3(k − 1) types of connected
four–tile–clusters, . . . , (n − 1)!(k − 1)n−2 types of connected n–tile–clusters. Since every tile
has a volume larger than an appropriate s > 0, every r–cluster Cr(x,T ), contains a finite
number of tiles. So, for every r > 0 there is n ∈ N, such that Cr(x,T ) contains at most n
tiles. Therefore there are only finitely many types of r–clusters in T . 
The following result is well–known, see e.g. [Dan1, Sol1].
Theorem 2.3. Every primitive inflation species is weakly repetitive.
Every weakly repetitive species of finite local complexity is repetitive.
Remarks: 1. Finite local complexity, weak repetitivity and repetitivity also apply to tilings
instead of species: In the above definition, change ’species S’ into ’tiling T ’, ’in S’ into ’in T ’
and ’for all T ′ ∈ S’ into ’in T ’. Analogously, Lemma 2.2 applies to species, too.
2. One of the most remarkable properties of the tilings discovered by Berger [Ber], Penrose,
Ammann, etc. was the fact, that they were nonperiodic and repetitive. There are many trivial
examples of nonperiodic tilings (e.g. consider the canonical tiling by unit squares, and dissect
one square into two rectangles), but usually the repetitive ones are of more interest, e.g., in
connection with quasicrystals or pure point diffraction.
3. A weakly repetitive tiling is not necessarily of finite local complexity. There may be
infinitely many types of clusters of bounded diameter. In particular, there may be infinitely
many types of clusters containing exactly two tiles. In this case, most of these clusters
are very rare, i.e., the corresponding RC is very large. Danzer [Dan2] gave examples for
inflation tilings, which are weakly repetitive, but not repetitive (and hence not of finite local
complexity).
4. In a repetitive tiling, every cluster type with diameter less than a given r > 0 occurs in
every cluster of diameter Rr. In particular, there are only finitely many types of r–clusters,
so every repetitive tiling is of finite local complexity.
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5. The definition 2.1 of a species corresponds to the definitions of LI–classes (LI for locally
isomorphic resp. locally indistinguishable , cf. e.g. [Baa]) and tiling–spaces (cf. e.g. [Sol1]
or [LMS1]). E.g., if a species S is primitive, for every T ∈ S both the LI–class LI(T ) and
the tiling space XT are equal to S.
An important result is the following:
Theorem 2.4 (Solomyak [Sol2]). Let S = S(F , infl) be of finite local complexity. An
inflation tiling T ∈ S is aperiodic iff there is exactly one tiling T ′ ∈ S where infl(T ′) = T .
We will make use of this in chapter 4.
Another very related term is self–similarity. A tiling T is called self–similar, if there exists
an number η > 1 such that every tile in ηT is the union of tiles in T . Not every self–similar
tiling is an inflation tiling — according to Definition 2.1 — and not every inflation tiling is
self–similar. But some moments of thought yield the following:
Lemma 2.5. Every inflation species contains a self–similar tiling.
Every self-similar tiling T of finite local complexity gives rise to an inflation species (not
necessarily containing T itself).
In this paper we stick to the well–established term species, but hold in mind the the connec-
tions with the other terms mentioned above.
Definition 2.3. Let T be a tiling in Rd with protoset F . The Z–span 〈T − T 〉Z of
T − T = {t ∈ Rd | ∃Ti + t1, Ti + t2 ∈ T : t1 − t2 = t}
is called the translation module T(T ) of T .
If it is obvious which tiling we mean, we simply write T instead of T(T ).
Theorem 2.6. If S = S(F , infl) is a primitive inflation species, then for all T ,T ′ ∈ S :
T(T ) = T(T ′).
Proof. Let T ,T ′ ∈ S and Ti + t1, Ti + t2 ∈ T (Ti ∈ F). So t1 − t2 ∈ T(T ). Let C ⊆ T be
a cluster containing Ti + t1 and Ti + t2. Because of Theorem 2.3 T
′ contains a translate of
C, say C + t. So Ti + t1 + t, Ti + t2 + t ∈ T
′ and t1 + t− (t2 + t) = t1 − t2 ∈ T(T
′), showing
T − T ⊆ T ′ − T ′. The same argument with T and T ′ interchanged shows T ′ − T ′ ⊆ T − T .
The equality of these sets implies equality of their Z–spans. 
Because of this we will speak of the translation module T(S) of a species S, if S is primitive.
A lattice L ⊆ Rd is a discrete subgroup (L,+) of (Rd,+). Usually it is described as the
Z–span of d linearly independent vectors u1, . . . , ud: L = 〈u1, . . . , ud〉Z := {x ∈ R
d |x =
λ1u1+ · · ·+λdud, λi ∈ Z}. The factor group R
d/L is called the fundamental domain of L and
can be described by FL = {x ∈ R
d |x = α1u1 + · · ·+αdud, 0 ≤ αi < 1} with addition mod L.
Regarded as a point set in Rd, the set cl(FL) = {x ∈ R
d |x = α1u1+ · · ·+αdud, 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1} is
called parallelepiped in general; or, in relation with the corresponding lattice, the fundamental
parallelepiped (of L).
If T is an inflation tiling, T = T(T ) is a Z-module of finite rank. The R-span of T is Rd.
Therefore rank(T) ≥ d; and rank(T) = d is equivalent with T being a lattice. The same is
true for primitive species.
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Theorem 2.7. If S(F , infl) is a primitive inflation species with inflation factor η and T(S)
is a lattice, then ηd ∈ N.
Proof. T contains all translations which map tiles of T onto tiles of the same type in T . In
particular T contains all translations which map supertiles onto supertiles of the same type
as a subset. Because of the inflation this set is ηT. So ηT is a sublattice of T with index
[T : ηT] = ηd. As a group index ηd is an integer. 
Because of Theorems 2.7 and 2.1 we can restrict ourselves to tilings with integer factor,
whenever we consider primitive inflation species S where T(S) is a lattice.
Theorem 2.8. If T is a tiling with a finite protoset F and T(T ) is a lattice, then T is of
finite local complexity.
Proof. Let T be not of finite local complexity. Because of Lemma 2.2 there are infinitely many
types of connected two–tile–clusters in T . Therefore there exist two prototiles T, T ′ ∈ F , such
that T contains clusters of infinitely many types, say, {T, T ′ + ti} for ti ∈ R
d (i ∈ N), ti 6= tj
for i 6= j, and ‖ti‖ bounded by the maximum diameter s of all prototiles.
For every i, j ∈ N : ti − tj ∈ T − T ⊂ T(T ). Therefore T(T ) ∩ 2sB
d contains infinitely many
elements. Hence T(T ) is not a lattice. 
3. From Tilings to Delone Multisets
A Delone set is a subset V ⊂ Rd which is uniformly discrete (i.e., there is an r > 0 such that
every ball of radius r contains at most one x ∈ V ), and which is relatively dense (i.e., there
is an R > 0, such that every ball of radius R contains at least one x ∈ V ). In many cases
nonperiodic repetitive structures are described in terms of Delone sets or, more general, in
terms of ’coloured’ Delone sets, instead in terms of tilings. This leads to the following (cf.
[LMS1]):
Definition 3.1. A subset V = (V1, . . . , Vm)
T ⊂ Rd × · · · × Rd is a Delone multiset, if each
Vi is a Delone set, and if
⋃m
i=1 Vi is a Delone set.
Such a set can be regarded as a Delone set, where the points have a type or a colour: Vi is the
set of all points of type (or colour) i. In this sense we will use Delone multisets to describe
structures in Rd. We write (V1, . . . , Vm) instead of V1 × · · · × Vm to emphasize the fact that
we consider m–tupels of elements of Rd.
Here we don’t allow a point to have more than one colour, i.e., we have always Vi ∩ Vj = ∅
for i 6= j. This is not a restriction: Because there is a finite number m of colours, the number
of possibilities of combinations of colours is 2m − 1, which can be directly translated into a
Delone multiset with 2m − 1 colours, where each point has exactly one colour.
Definition 3.2. Let V = (V1, . . . , Vm) be a Delone multiset. A set C = (C1, . . . , Cn), where
Ci ⊂ Vi and Ci is finite for all i ≤ m is a cluster in V .
The set Cr(x,V ) :=
(
(x+ rBd) ∩ V1, . . . , (x+ rB
d) ∩ Vm
)
, where r > 0, is called r–cluster (in
x). Moreover, C0(x,V ) :=
(
{x} ∩ V1, . . . , {x} ∩ Vm
)
.
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Note that any C0(x,V ) contains at most one point. In contrast, a zero–cluster in a tiling may
contain more than one tile.
A cluster consisting of a single point x with colour i is, in the context of Delone multisets,
written as (∅, . . . , ∅, {x}, ∅, . . . , ∅)T . For shortness, in this case we may write ({x}, i).
The support of a cluster C = (C1, . . . , Cn) is supp(C) =
n⋃
i=1
Ci.
As with tilings, a Delone multiset is called nonperiodic, if V + t := (V1 + t, . . . , Vm + t) = V
implies t = 0. Since defined by clusters, the terms weakly repetitive, repetitive and finite
local complexity translate directly to Delone multisets, resp. families S of Delone multisets.
Lemma 2.2 extends to Delone multisets in the following way:
Lemma 3.1. There is an s > 0 such that holds: V is of finite local complexity, iff there
are only finitely many types of clusters containing exactly two elements ({x}, i), ({y}, j) with
‖x− y‖ ≤ s.
Proof. The same argument as in the proof of Lemmma 2.2 applies here. A 2–point–cluster
of diameter less than s can be extended to a n–point–cluster of diameter less than (n − 1)s
in not more than (n − 1)!(k − 1)n−2 ways. Since supp(V ) =
⋃m
i=1 Vi is uniformly discrete,
every r–cluster in V can contain at most finitely many, say, n points of V . Let s = r/(n−1).
There are only finitely many types of n–point–clusters of diameter less than (n − 1)s = r,
and therefore only finitely many types of k–point–clusters (1 ≤ k ≤ n) of diameter less than
r. So there are only finitely many types of r–clusters. 
Similar as tilings generated by inflation, many nonperiodic Delone multisets can be generated
by substitution rules. This can be done very similar to the definition of inflation species,
resulting in a species of Delone multisets (cf. Fig. 5, p. 16). Or, according to [LMS2], in the
following way:
Definition 3.3. An m × m–matrix Φ = (Φij)1≤i,j≤m, where each Φij is a finite (possibly
empty) set of mappings x 7→ ηx+ aijk, where η > 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ #(Φij), aijk ∈ R
d,
is called matrix function system.
A Delone multiset V = (V1, . . . , Vm) is called substitution Delone multiset if there is a matrix
function system Φ, such that Φ(V ) = V .
A substitution Delone multiset is called a lattice substitution system, if V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vm is a
lattice.
Because of the obvious relation between the inflation factor of tilings and the role of η in the
above definition, we will refer to this η in the following also as inflation factor.
With this definition, the substitution is realized by matrix operations. The substitution of
C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm)
T is
Φ C =

 m⋃
j=1
⋃
ϕ∈Φ1j
ϕ(Cj), . . . ,
m⋃
j=1
⋃
ϕ∈Φmj
ϕ(Cj)


T
.
In a similar way one can compute Φk, which gives the k–times applied substitution.
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x
y
Figure 2. A prototile (left) and the inflation rule for a 3–dimensional inflation
species S (right), where T(S) is a lattice
Two simple examples of lattice substitution systems are given in chapter 5 (Examples 1 and
2).
An important point is, that tilings can be described in terms of Delone multisets, and vice
versa. Consider the three-dimensional species, which inflation is described in Fig. 2. The
prototiles are rectangular parallelepipeds, with side lengths 1,1 and 2, which are decorated
with two elliptical decorations on the two square faces, as shown. One prototile, say, T1, is
shown on the left part of Fig. 2. The other prototiles we get by rotating T1 about the axis x
(resp. y) through π/2, π, 3π/2 (resp. π/2, 3π/2). (Notice that the rotation about x through
π fixes the tile, but alters the decoration; therefore these are regarded as different prototiles.)
From each of these tilings we can deduce a Delone multiset in a canonical fashion (cf. Fig.
3): Each tile can be dissected into two cubes. Take the centres of these cubes, and define
their type corresponding to which of the six prototiles they belong to, and to which one
of the two cubes they belong to. This gives 12 types (or colours) for the Delone multiset
V = (V1, . . . , V12)
T , and the support supp(V ) =
⋃12
i=1 Vi is a translate of Z
3.
In this example it is obvious, that the relation between tilings and Delone multisets is one–
to–one: From a tiling of the considered species we get a Delone multiset in a unique way, and
vice versa such a Delone multiset determines a unique tiling of the species. This property is
called ’mutual local derivability’ (cf. [BSJ]). In the following Definition this will be made
precise.
For the following Definition and Theorem let A,B be two tilings in Rd, or two Delone multisets
in Rd × · · · ×Rd, or one Delone multiset in Rd × · · · × Rd and one tiling in Rd.
Definition 3.4. A is locally derivable (with radius r) from B, if for all x, y in Rd holds:
Cr(x,A) = Cr(y,A) + (x− y)⇒ C0(x,B) = C0(y,B) + (x− y).
If A is locally derivable from B and B is locally derivable from A, then A and B are mutual
locally derivable.
It is not hard to see that mutual local derivability is an equivalence relation.
Theorem 3.2. Let A and B be mutual locally derivable. A is of finite local complexity, iff so
is B.
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Figure 3. Deduction of the point types of the Delone multisets corresponding
to the tilings of Fig. 2
Proof. Let A be of finite local complexity and r > 0 as in Definition 3.4. For every s > 0 there
are finitely many types of (r+s)–clusters in A. Of course, A is the union of all (r+s)–clusters
of A.
Cr+s(x,A) = Cr+s(y,A) + (x− y)
⇒ ∀x′ ∈ (sBd + x), y′ ∈ (sBd + y) : Cr(x,A) = Cr(y,A) + (x− y)
⇒ ∀x′ ∈ (sBd + x), y′ ∈ (sBd + y) : C0(x,B) = C0(y,B) + (x− y)
⇒ Cs(x,B) = Cs(y,B) + (x− y)
So an (r + s)–cluster in A at x determines the type of the corresponding s–cluster in B at
x. In particular, finitely many types of (r + s)–clusters in A force finitely many types of
s–clusters in B. 
In [LMS2] is shown, that for every tiling T there is a Delone multiset V T such that T and
V T are mutual locally derivable. The construction is a general way of what we did in the
example in Fig. 3. In particular, if T is a primitive inflation tiling, V T can be choosen
as a primitive substitution Delone multiset. This extends to species and families of Delone
multisets.
It is not clear, that the construction mentioned above gives a lattice substitution system which
maps points to blocks of q × q × · · · × q points. But this is what we need for the following.
Theorem 3.3. Every primitive inflation species S with factor q, where T(S) = 〈u1, . . . , ud〉Z
is a lattice, contains a tiling T , which is mutual locally derivable to a primitive lattice sub-
stitution system (V,Φ) on T(S). Moreover, (V,Φ) can be chosen such that the union of the
entries of any column of the matrix function system Φ contains the qd different elements of
M , where
M := {qx+ ai1i2...id , | ai1i2...id =
d∑
j=1
ijuj, (i1, . . . , id) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}
d}
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The latter means that Φ maps every lattice point x to the qd lattice points lying inside the
parallelepiped q(F + x), where F is a fundamental parallelepiped of the lattice T(S).
Proof. We give an explicit construction of a Delone multiset with the properties above, start-
ing with an arbitrary species S = S(F , infl).
Let T ∈ S, where S is primitive and T(S) is a lattice. Choose a point x ∈ T1 ∈ F and
consider x + T(S). Note, that if a point z ∈ x + T(S) is contained in a tile of type Ti ∈ F ,
say, Ti + t, then, because of the role of T(S), z is in the relatively same position in Ti + t as
x in Ti, i.e., z = x+ t.
For every z ∈ x + T(S) consider the R–cluster CR(z,T ). By Theorem 2.8 there are finitely
many, say, m, types of such. According to the type i of CR(z,T ), z gets label i (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
Then V = (V1, . . . , Vm), where Vi is the set of all z ∈ x + T(S) with label i, is the Delone
multiset wanted.
Now decorate infl(T ) in the same way, i.e., choose a tile T1+ t ∈ infl(T ), consider x+ t+T(S)
and label the points in the same way as above, depending on the type of their R–clusters.
To determine Φ, choose z ∈ x+T(S) with label j (regarded as a point in T ) and take a look at
the point qz (regarded as a point in infl(T ), where q is the inflation factor). Of course qz lies
in some translate of qF + v, v ∈ t+ q(x+ T(S)) (where F is the fundamental parallelepiped
of T(S)). The positions of the qd lattice points z1, z2, . . . , zqd in qF + v give the translation
vectors a1, a2, . . . , aqd via ak := zk − ηz. The labels of the points zk gives the labels of ak.
Now let Φij := {ϕ |ϕ(x) = qx + ak, ak has label i}, thus giving the matrix function system
Φ = (Φij).
Since the images of all R–clusters of the same type in T are of the same type in infl(T ), Φ
maps points of the same type onto clusters of the same type. Therefore Φ is well defined.
The mutual local derivability of T and V is clear by the construction. So the last point to
fulfil is the condition Φ(V) = V. According to Lemma 2.5 every primitive inflation species
S(F , infl) contains a tiling T ′ where inflk(T ′) = T ′ for some appropriate k ∈ N. Above we
considered an arbitrary tiling T ∈ S, so we apply the construction to T ′ in particular, getting
(V,Φ) where Φ(V) = V. Maybe we have to replace infl by inflk, but by Theorem 2.1 this
does not alter the considered species. 
Now we have, that every superelement, i.e., every cluster Φk(({x}, i)) is of the same shape,
namely supp
(
Φk(({x}, i))
)
is a block of qk × qk × · · · × qk points. Therefore it will be useful
to compare two superelements by checking if the points at the same relative positions are of
the same type.
Definition 3.5. Let supp
(
Φk({x}, i)
)
= t+ supp
(
Φk({y}, j)
)
. Then
Φk({x}, i) ⊓ Φk({y}, j) := {z ∈ Rd | ∃ℓ : ({z}, ℓ) ∈ Φk({x}, i), ({z + t}, ℓ) ∈ Φk({y}, j)}
In plain words:
(
Φk({x}, i)
)
⊓
(
Φk({y}, j)
)
gives the set of points, on which the two superele-
ments coincide. Or, equivalently, it gives the set of points, where the two superelements have
the same colour.
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4. Does V consist of Model Sets?
The context in [LMS2] is slightly more general than in this text. Here we consider affine
maps of the form ϕ(x) = qx+ a. (For consistence with [LM] and [LMS2], and since we deal
only with integer factors in this chapter, we will use q instead of η to denote the inflation
factor). The linear part can be written as x 7→ Qx, where Q := qI (I the identity matrix).
In [LMS2] the authors consider affine maps where the linear part is any expansive linear
map x 7→ Qx. i.e., there is a c > 1 such that d(Qx,Qy) ≥ c d(x, y) for all x, y ∈ Rd (d the
Euclidean distance).
Since we started with tilings, our restriction to maps of the first form is not too strict. Even
if we would allow for tilings this more general expansive map — instead of multiplication by
η — some possibilities will be ruled out:
E.g., if Q contains a rotation σ, there must be a k ∈ N such that σk = id. Otherwise there
would be infinitely many tile types up to translation. By Theorem 2.1 we can go over to
the species S(F , inflk), getting an equivalent lattice substitution system1, where Q does not
contain a rotation. .
In a similar way we can rule out the occurance of reflections or shears.
Moreover, in our setting we need not care about ’legality’ of clusters, since we did start with
primitive inflation tilings of finite local complexity, therefore repetitive tilings. In such tilings,
every cluster is legal.
In the earlier article [LM], the authors gave conditions to decide, if the Delone multiset did
consist of model sets of a special form (namely, where the internal space G is based on the
Q–adic completion of L). This did not cover examples like
a→ aba, b→ bab
giving sequences . . . abababab . . .. These are, regarded as periodic sequences on Z, indeed
model sets, but not related to a Q–adic (here: 3–adic) completion of L = Z. So with the tools
of [LM] this example could not be handled. In [LMS2] the conditions determine, whether
the Delone multiset did consist of model sets of any form. This makes things more technical.
Definition 4.1 (cf. [LMS2]). Let (Φ,V) be a lattice substitution system and L = supp(V).
Let L′ := L1 + L2 + · · · + Lm, where Li := 〈Vi − Vi〉Z.
For a ∈ L, let
Φij[a] := {ϕ ∈ Φij |ϕ(y) = a mod qL
′, Vj ⊆ y + L
′}
Furthermore, let
Φ[a] :=
⋃
1≤i,j≤m
Φij[a]
(V,Φ) admits a modular coincidence relative to qL′, if there is k ∈ N, a ∈ Rd such that all
elements ϕ ∈ (Φk)ij , where ϕ(x) = qx+ a, are contained entirely in one row of Φ
k.
Remark: In [LMS2] it is stated, that (V,Φ) admits a modular coincidence, if and only if
some Vi contains a translate of some lattice L
′. Moreover, from Theorem 4 of [LM] follows,
1This is true in our context, but it need not to be true for tilings with finitely many tile types up to isometry
(but not up to translations), like the pinwheel tilings (cf. [Rad]).
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if such a lattice exists, every Vi is a union of translates of lattices (up to a set N of relative
density 0):
(1) Vi =
⋃
k∈N
(qkL+ tk) ∪N
This facts we will use later.
Theorem 4.1 (Lee, Moody, Solomyak). Let (V ,Φ) be a lattice substitution system, V =
(V1, . . . , Vm) mutual locally derivable with a primitive inflation tiling. Let L
′ = L1+ · · ·+Lm,
where Li := 〈Vi − Vi〉Z. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) Each Vi is a regular model set.
(2) A modular coincidence relative to qkL′ occurs in Φk.
(3) V is pure point diffractive.
We should mention, that in many ’well–behaving’ cases this reduces to one of the following:
There is a k ∈ N, such that in one row of Φk all entries have a common element. Or:
There is a ∈ Rd, k ∈ N, such that all maps occuring in Φ of the form ϕ(x) = qkx + a are
contained entirely in one row of Φk.
So this theorem gives in principle an algorithm to decide, if a given lattice substitution system
does consist of model sets or not: Just compute powers of Φ and check for coincidences. In
[LM] the authors used this algorithm to show, that the sphinx tiling and the d–dimensional
chair tiling arose from model sets.
If a tiling does not arise from a model set, this algorithm never terminates. So it is useful to
have conditions giving a negative answer in finite time for a given tiling or lattice substitution
system.
Theorem 4.2. Let (V,Φ) be a primitive nonperiodic lattice substitution system with inflation
factor q ∈ N on a lattice L ⊆ Rd. If, for every i, the Φij are pairwise disjoint (1 ≤ j ≤ m),
then no Vk contains a translate of a d–dimensional lattice.
Proof. Suppose there is a Vi which contains a translate L
′ + t of a d–dimensional lattice L′.
We can restrict ourselves to t = 0.
With L = 〈u1, . . . , ud〉Z we define the bijection
(2) π : L→ Zd, π(λ1u1 + · · ·+ λdud) = (λ1, . . . , λd)
T
There is a lattice L′ ⊆ Vi iff there is a lattice π
−1(L′) ⊆ π−1(Vi) ⊆ Z
d. Therefore we can
restrict ourselves to L = Zd.
Next we show that under our assumption there is also a lattice in π(Vi) with axis–parallel
basis vectors, i.e., with basis vectors µ1e
(1), . . . , µde
(d), where e(i) denotes the canonical basis
vectors, and µi ∈ Z.
The generator matrix M of π(L′), i.e., the matrix with columns u1, . . . , ud, is regular and has
integer entries. Therefore M−1 ∈ Qd×d. Let v(i) := M−1e(i). Because v(i) ∈ Qd there are
integers µ1, . . . , µn such that µiv
(i) ∈ Zd. Furthermore w(i) := µie
(i) =Mµiv
(i) ∈ π(L′) (since
every lattice vector is of the form Mv, where v ∈ Zd) and L˜ = 〈w(1), . . . , w(d)〉Z is the lattice
wanted.
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If there is no such lattice L˜, there can’t be a lattice L′ ⊆ Vi.
For every i, the Φij are pairwise disjoint. With the notation of Def. 3.5, this reads
∀ 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m : Φ(({0}, i)) ⊓ Φ(({0}, j)) = ∅
and by induction follows
∀ k ∈ N : ∀ 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m : Φk(({0}, i)) ⊓Φk(({0}, j)) = ∅
So we have for two superlements of k–th order, say, A and B, with supp(A) + t = supp(B):
(3) (A+ t) ⊓B 6= ∅ ⇒ A and B are of the same type.
In plain words: If we know the type of a single point z ∈ V resp. z ∈ π(V ) and its relative
position in the k–th order superelement it belongs to, so we know the type of the superelement.
Any given nonperiodic V is — as a Delone multiset on a lattice — of finite local complexity.
So, by Theorem 2.4, there is a unique Delone multiset V ′ with Φ(V ′) = V . Therefore the
positions of all superelements in V are known. The type of a single z ∈ V — resp.2 z ∈ π(V )
— therefore determines the type of every superelement it belongs to.
Now we deduce from the d–periodicity of the lattice L˜ the d–periodicity of V .
All points in L˜ are of the same type (resp. the same colour). I.e., if z ∈ L˜, then every
z +
∑d
i=1 λiw
(i) is of the same type as z. If some z +
∑d
i=1 λiw
(i) is in the same relative
position in a superelement A+ t of k–th order as z is in a superelement B + s of k–th order,
it follows A = B.
By Theorem 3.3 the superelements are blocks of qk × · · · × qk points. So we can describe
the relative position in a superelement ’modulo qk’. Two points z = (z1, . . . , zd)
T , z′ =
(z′1, . . . , z
′
d)
T ∈ π(L′) — or, more general, in π(L) = Zd — are in the same relative position
in their k–th order superelement iff
∀1 ≤ i ≤ d : zi ≡ z
′
i mod q
k
Let wmax := max{‖w
(i)‖ | 1 ≤ i ≤ d}. Choose k ∈ N such that qk ≥ wmax. So every
superelement of k–th order now contains at least one element z ∈ L˜, and its type is determined
by the relative position of z.
Let now z(0) = (z
(0)
1 , . . . , z
(0)
d )
T ∈ L˜, and A(0) + t0 the k–th order superelement containing
z(0). For every point z′ = (z′1, . . . , z
′
d)
T ∈ z(0) + qkL˜ holds
∀1 ≤ i ≤ d : z′i = z
(0)
i + λiq
k‖w(i)‖ ≡ z
(0)
i mod q
k (λi ∈ Z)
Therefore all k–th order superelements containing an element of z(0) + qkL˜ are of the same
type A(0). So the set A(0)+ t0+q
kL˜ is a d–periodic subset of π(V ) of positive relative density.
(To be precise: dens(A(0) + t0 + q
kL˜)/dens(π(V )) = (
∏d
i=1 ‖wi‖)
−1.)
If this set covers every superelement of k–th order, we are done. Otherwise there are superele-
ments of k–th order which are not covered until now. In this case, we repeat this construction
with another element z(1) ∈ L˜, z(1) /∈ A(0)+t0+q
kL˜. This gives a d–periodic set A(1)+t1+q
kL˜
of k–th order supertiles, which is disjoint with A(0)+t0+q
kL˜ and of the same positive relative
density.
2Here and in what follows pi(V ) is to be read as the Delone multiset (pi(V1), . . . , pi(Vm))
T on Zd
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We repeat this construction (to be precise N =
∏d
i=1 ‖wi‖ times), always beginning with an
element z(i) not contained in one of the former sets A(j)+ tj + q
kL˜, 0 ≤ j < i. Every element
of π(V ) is contained in some k–th order supertile, and therefore we get the whole Delone
multiset this way:
π(V ) =
⋃
0≤i≤N
(A(i) + ti + q
kL˜)
= (
⋃
0≤i≤N
A(i) + ti) + q
kL˜
It follows that π(V ) is d-periodic and therefore V , which is a contradiction. 
Applying Theorem 4.1 to this, we get the following result.
Corollary 4.3. Let (V,Φ) fulfil the conditions of Theorem 4.2. Then V is not pure point
diffractive and does not consist of model sets.
A more general result, but also more technical and more difficult to apply, is the following.
Theorem 4.4. Let (V ,Φ) be a primitive lattice substitution system with inflation factor
q ∈ N on a lattice L = 〈u1, . . . , ud〉Z ⊆ R
d. Let V = (V1, . . . , Vm) contain an one–dimensional
infinite sequence S of equidistant points of the form
· · · xaxbxax · · · xaxbxax · · · xaxbxax · · ·
with the following properties:
(1) x stands for r − 1 arbitrary points
(2) The convex hull of S is parallel to a lattice basis vector ui
(3) on ℓ− 1 points of type a follows one point of type b
(4) Φ(({0}, a)) ⊓ Φ(({0}, b)) = ∅3
(5) In Φ(({0}, a)) occurs an a, in Φ(({0}, b)) occurs an b, at the same position.
Then there is a subset of V with positive relative density, which contains no point of a lattice
L ⊆ Vi, such that the period of L along the direction ui is of length q
knr‖ui‖, where n ∈
N \ ℓN, k ∈ N ∪ {0}.
How to use this Theorem to show, that a lattice substitution system does not consist of model
sets? First, find a sequence which fulfils the conditions of the Theorem. Second, show by an
ad–hoc–method that every possible one–coloured lattice in V must have a period of the form
in the Theorem. Third, by (1) and the remark there, if V consists of model sets, V must be
the union of such lattices, up to a subset of zero density. This gives a contradiction, so V
cannot be a model set. For an explicit example, see Section 5, Example 3.
Proof. Let Vi contain a translate L
′ + t of a d–dimensional lattice L′. Again we can restrict
ourselves to t = 0 and L = Zd, with π as in (2).
Now, with π(L′) a sublattice of Zd, there is also — using the same argument as in the proof
of Theorem 4.2 — a sublattice L˜ with axis–parallel basis vectors. Since π(ui) = e
(i), the
3For the definition of ⊓, see Def. 3.5
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sequence S is parallel to one of these, say, S is parallel to e(1). Let w1 = νe
(1), ν ∈ N, be the
corresponding basis vector of L˜.
We will show that qnre(1) (k ≥ 0, n ∈ N/ℓN) is not a period of L˜. In other words, L˜ doesn’t
have a period of length qnr (k ≥ 0, n ∈ N/ℓN) in direction e(1).
Because of the self–similarity, V also contains the infinite sequence Φ(S).
Let z ∈ L˜ be contained in a superelement Φ(({x}, b)) of Φ(S). Such a z have to exist, since,
if there is a lattice in Vi, every Vj consists of lattices (up to a set of relative density 0, cf. (1)
and the preceding remark).
Now, every z+λqw1 ∈ L˜ (λ ∈ Z), hence is of the same type (the same colour) as z. Moreover,
every z + λqw1 (λ ∈ Z) lies at the same relative position in its supertile.
Also, every z + λqrw1 (λ ∈ Z) lies — because of the role of r — in a superelement of type
Φ(({x}, a)) or Φ(({x}, b)), at the same relative position as z does.
Φ(({0}, a)) ⊓ Φ(({0}, b)) = ∅ rules out the possibility z + λqrw1 ∈ Φ(({x}, a)). So every
z + λqrw1 (λ ∈ Z) lies in a superelement of type Φ(({x}, b)).
On the other hand: if ℓq does not divide λq‖w1‖, then z + λqrw1 lies — because of the form
of S resp. Φ(S) and the role of ℓ — in a superelement of type Φ(({0}, a)). So we have a
contradiction, considering the following points:
If ‖w1‖ is divisible by ℓ, the length of the period of L˜ in direction e
(1) is a multiple of qℓr.
This case we do not want to (and cannot) rule out.
If ‖w1‖ is not divisible by ℓ, we can always choose λ in a way such that λq‖w1‖ is not divided
by ℓq (e.g., λ = ℓ− 1).
Now we know, that the sequence Φ(S) does not contain points of the assumed lattice L˜. Since
V is repetitive, finite subsequences of Φ(S) occur in V with positive relative density. More-
over, for any R > 0, finite subsequences of Φ(S) with length larger than R occur with positive
relative density. With R large enough, by the arguments above, none of these subsequences
can contain points of the assumed lattice L˜. Altogether, we have a subset of V with positive
relative density and containing no lattice points of L˜.
Now we extend this fact to period lengths of the form qknr. This is fastly done by using
condition (5), which we did not need up to this point.
Since V is self–similar, there are also sequences
· · · xΦk(a)xΦk(b)xΦk(a)x · · · xΦk(a)xΦk(b)xΦk(a)x · · · xΦk(a)xΦk(b)xΦk(a)x · · ·
in V. In these we find, because of condition (5), a sequence of the form
· · · xaxbxax · · · xaxbxax · · · xaxbxax · · ·
where ℓ is the same; r is replaced by a new value r′, where r′ = qk(r − 1) + qk − 1 = qkr.
Of course, q is the same, ‖ui‖ is the same, so the claim follows: There is a subset of V with
positive relative density, containing no lattice points of a lattice with period qknre(1). 
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Figure 4. Inflation rule for the table tiling, point decoration for constructing
the relating Delone multiset, inflation rule for the points (from left to right).
5. Examples and Concluding Remarks
Examples: 1. A Thue–Morse sequence can be generated by the substitution 0→ 01, 1→ 10.
The matrix function system of the lattice substitution system of a Thue–Morse sequence is
Φ =
(
{h0} {h1}
{h1} {h0}
)
, hi(x) := 2x+ i (i ∈ {0, 1})
Here Φ11 ∩ Φ12 = ∅,Φ21 ∩ Φ22 = ∅. Applying Theorem 4.2 shows that the Thue–Morse
sequence does not consist of model sets, and is not pure point diffractive.
2. A table (or dimer or domino) tiling is shown in Fig. 5. The matrix function system for an
appropriate Delone multiset mutual locally derivable with the table tiling is
Φ =


{h0, h1} {h3} ∅ {h2}
{h3} {h1, h2} {h0} ∅
∅ {h0} {h2, h3} {h1}
{h2} ∅ {h1} {h0, h3}


where h0(x) := 2x, h1(x) := 2x+ (1, 0)
T , h1(x) := 2x+ (1, 1)
T , h1(x) := 2x+ (0, 1)
T . In
every row the entries are pairwise disjoint, so again by Theorem 4.2 the table tiling can’t be
described by model sets, and is not pure point diffractive.
3. The lattice substitution system (V,Φ) arising from the tiling shown in Figs. 2 and 3 does
not consist of model sets. This cannot be shown by Theorem 4.2 but by Theorem 4.4.
To keep it short: Without loss of generality let supp(V) = Z3. First we give a periodic one–
dimensional sequence in V. Consider Φ(({0}, 1)) and Φ(({0}, 2)). The support of both of
them consists of eight points which lie on the vertices of a cube, or equivalently, two layers of
four points. The action of Φ therefore can be described in principle by the following diagram:
1→
2 1
11 12
|
1 2
10 9
, 2→
2 1
5 6
|
1 2
8 7
We are only interested in one of these two layers. Reduced to this – and forgetting about the
other layer — Φ acts in the following way:
1→
2 1
11 12
, 2→
2 1
5 6
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Applying Φ iteratively to this patterns of 4 points, we will get patterns of 16, 64, . . . , 4k . . .
points. Now consider the top line of this pattern: It is always of the form 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 . . ..
Therefore the line below it is of the form 11 12 5 6 11 12 5 6 11 12 . . .. This sequence will do.
The action of Φ on 5 resp. 11 is shown in the following diagram:
5→
4 3
1 2
|
5 6
6 5
, 11→
6 11
5 10
|
7 10
8 11
We read off that Φ(({0}, 5)) ⊓ Φ(({0}, 11)) = ∅, and in Φ(({0}, 5)) a 5 occurs at the same
relative position as 11 in Φ(({0}, 11)). With notations as in Theorem 4.4 we have the symbols
a = 5, b = 11 (and x = 12 or x = 6 in an alternating fashion) and numbers r = 2, ℓ = 2, and
the inflation factor is q = 2.
Therefore there is a subset of V of positive density, that does not contain a lattice, whose
period in the considered direction is of length qknr = 2kn2 (k ≥ 0, n ∈ N \ 2N). This means,
it does not contain a lattice, whose period length in this direction is an even number.
Now a ’checkerboard–argument’ applies. V partitions into 2 classes of types: Points of type
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 are on ’white’ positions, and points of type 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 are on ’black’
positions. If there is some lattice contained in some Vi, the length of its period — parallel to
a canonical base vector — therefore must be an even number. From (1) we know, that the
union of these lattices of even period gives a set of relative density 1. This is a contradiction.
So no Vi contains a lattice, and therefore no Vi is a model set.
Remarks: 1. Many of the results collected in chapter 2 are true for a broader context than
primitive inflation species S, where T (S) is a lattice. Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 are true
for any inflation species, and Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.8 apply also to tilings, which are not
inflation tilings.
2. The first condition, Theorem 4.2, is clearly not a necessary condition for showing, that a
given tiling or Delone multi set cannot be described as a model set. The second condition,
Theorem 4.4, seems very artificial. Amazingly it can be applied to a lot of examples. Anyway,
it also seems not to be a necessary condition. Consider the example in Fig. 2. The author
neither did succeed in applying Theorem 4.1 to the corresponding lattice substitution system,
nor did succeed in applying Theorem 4.4 to it.
3. There may be limits on the power of Φ, beyond which one do not have to check for
coincidence. In other words: Is there a k ∈ N, depending only on the size of Φ, such that,
if Φ,Φ2, . . . ,Φk do not show a modular coincidence, no Φℓ (ℓ > k) does? If so, and if this k
can be estimated (or determined) for any given Φ, Theorem 4.1 can be used to show that a
given V does not consist of model sets. Therefore Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 would be obsolete in
principle. On the other hand, if k is large, one would first try to use Theorems 4.2 and 4.4.
In general, the goal is to derive from the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorem 4.1
resp. [LMS2] algorithms, which decide in finite time, whether any given lattice substitution
system consist of model sets or not.
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